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Executive Summary
The first motorized vehicle to arrive in Hawai’i in 1899 was an electric vehicle (EV).1 With the recent
advances in EV technology, the Hawaiian Electric Companies (the Companies) have continued to support
electrification of transportation (EoT) efforts. Today, the EV industry is positioned to disrupt the global
transportation landscape with billions of dollars invested in technology platforms and value chains across
the world. The transition to EoT is underway across all vehicle classes—light, medium, and heavy duty—
and the future of transportation in Hawai’i will require investment in charging infrastructure to meet the
growing energy needs of those vehicles and their drivers.
Hawai’i has long been a leader in clean energy initiatives, such as its decision to become the first state in
the country to establish a 100% renewable energy portfolio standard for electricity generation. The
transition to clean transportation in Hawai’i shares a close nexus with renewable energy generation.
Since 2014, the Companies have steadily expanded their role in EV charging infrastructure development,
with the support of the Hawai’i Public Utilities Commission (Commission), to establish pilot public charging
resources for early adopters of electrified transportation.
The Companies’ Electrification of Transportation Strategic Roadmap (EoT Roadmap) outlines their
proposed role in the EoT in Hawai‘i to optimize, facilitate, accommodate, and integrate EoT within its
service area.2 Initiative 7 of the EoT Roadmap seeks to “[e]xpand [the] availability of reliable public
charging,” and describes the need to identify a “critical backbone” of EV charging infrastructure to support
ongoing growth in EV adoption and to reduce barriers to the adoption of EVs.3
As a first step in support of this initiative, this informational report summarizes recent analysis by the
Companies to better understand how the global EV market transition will manifest for their customers by
forecasting the need for EV charging infrastructure in the Companies’ territories in 2025 and 2030.
Figure 1 provides a synthesized view of the three-month process that the Companies and Navigant
Consulting, Inc. (Navigant) undertook to develop the forecasts and planning methodology described in
this Electric Vehicle Critical Backbone Study: Planning Methodology Report.
Figure 1. Critical Backbone Methodology and Tool Development Overview

1

See State of Hawai’i, Energy Office, available at https://energy.hawaii.gov/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/FF_Nov2016_EV-only.pdf.

2

See Docket No. 2016-0168, Electrification of Transportation Strategic Roadmap, filed March 29, 2018.

3

Id. at 86
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This process included disaggregating the Companies’ EV adoption forecast from the EoT Roadmap to
develop a commensurate “EV Charging Universe” (the Universe) of private (Private Universe) and public
(Public Universe) charging needs, which Navigant implemented through a web-based tool. This tool can
use stakeholder-reviewed selection filters that reflect EoT priorities to help identify a critical backbone of
eligible public charging infrastructure (Critical Backbone) from within the Public Universe—as depicted in
Figure 2—for development by the Companies.
Figure 2. EV Charging Universe – Public and Private Infrastructure

(Source: Navigant)

As discussed in the Companies’ EoT Roadmap, providing “a critical backbone of reliable, public utilityowned chargers as the launching point from which the broader electric transportation and third-party
charging market in Hawai‘i can expand and solidify” is instrumental to optimize, facilitate, accommodate,
and integrate EoT within its service area.4
To that end, the Companies intend to use the methodology and tool to identify a Critical Backbone as
defined in the EoT Roadmap for development as part of its charging network expansion plans in a filing
request to the Commission anticipated by the end of the first quarter of 2020.
Thus, the intent of this report is to provide the Commission with an informational update on the
Companies’ progress on Initiative 7 of the EoT Roadmap.

4

Id. at 86
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1. Introduction
Electrification of transportation (EoT) will play a prominent role as Hawai’i transitions to a clean energy
future and drastically reduces its petroleum imports. In March 2018, the Hawaiian Electric Companies (the
Companies) filed their Electrification of Transportation Strategic Roadmap (EoT Roadmap). As the EoT
Roadmap explains, the Companies’ efforts to replace fossil fuel-powered vehicles with cleaner and more
efficient electric vehicles (EVs) will:
•

Facilitate reduced fossil fuel use and the corresponding reduction in the state’s reliance on
imported fossil fuels) for transportation;

•

Reduce greenhouse gas emissions and overall air pollution;

•

Provide public health benefits including reduced medical costs; and

•

Support the integration of renewable energy, which contributes to lowering and stabilizing rates
for all customers).5

These benefits grow incrementally over time with each additional EV that replaces a fossil fueled vehicle
as a result, in whole or part, of the Companies’ EoT efforts. These efforts can grow exponentially once the
penetration of EVs reaches a critical mass.6 Achieving these benefits requires an initial investment of
resources, both time and capital, to establish the regulatory and physical frameworks upon which
meaningful EoT efforts can succeed.
The Companies’ EoT Roadmap outlines their proposed role in the EoT in Hawai’i to optimize, facilitate,
accommodate, and integrate EoT within their service territories. The Companies have specifically
identified the buildout of charging infrastructure as one of their five key short-term steps that will build on
the momentum and accelerate the transition in their strategy:
Accelerating the buildout of charging infrastructure, especially in workplaces and multiunit dwellings. Providing a critical backbone of reliable, public utility-owned chargers
as the launching point from which the broader electric transportation and third-party
charging market in Hawai‘i can expand and solidify. Identifying and providing makereadies in gap areas to create opportunities for third party chargers that optimize grid
and customer locations to meet driver needs.7
Furthermore, the EoT Roadmap identifies the continued development and expansion of public charging
as one of the Companies’ primary strategic initiatives beyond the current public charging infrastructure
pilot under tariff Schedule EV-U, initiated in 2013. Under EV-U, the Hawai’i Public Utilities Commission
(Commission) authorized the Companies to own and operate direct current fast charging (DCFC) stations
for EVs at up to 25 metered sites across their service territories. As of June 2019, the Companies have
installed 17 50 kW publicly accessible charging stations. In addition, the Companies provide a
commercial rate for high demand charging with a separate meter, called Schedule EV-F. Initiative 7 of the
EoT Roadmap seeks to “[e]xpand [the] availability of reliable public charging,” and describes the need to
5

See Docket No. 2016-0168, Electrification of Transportation Strategic Roadmap, filed March 29, 2018.

6

As of mid-2019, there are approximately 9,450 passenger EVs in the State.

7

Id. at 86.
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identify a “critical backbone” of EV charging infrastructure to support ongoing growth in EV adoption and
to reduce barriers to the adoption of EVs. As set forth in the EoT Roadmap, the Companies’ primary
objective role for public charging infrastructure is to begin:
. . . owning and operating a critical backbone of public DC fast chargers, beginning
with the 25 already approved, to ensure a constant, reliable charging network for all
light-duty EV (“LD EV”) drivers that is sufficient to remove range anxiety and promote
EV adoption. We propose to provide Level 2 charging or make-readies in select, highneed public locations where the private sector has not filled gaps in the charging
network. We also propose to incentivize third-party charging providers to build public
charging at locations on the utility’s distribution network that are not highly constrained
. . . . The Companies’ initiative will also foster opportunities for third parties in the EV
charging market and expects this “critical backbone” to represent a very small fraction
of the public infrastructure ultimately needed to support EVs in Hawai‘i.8
In March 2019, the Companies issued an RFP and engaged a consultant to disaggregate the Companies’
EV adoption forecast from the EoT Roadmap to develop a commensurate “EV Charging Universe” (the
Universe) of private (Private Universe) and public (Public Universe) charging needs within a web-based
tool. This tool can use stakeholder-reviewed selection filters that reflect EoT priorities to help identify a
critical backbone of eligible public charging infrastructure (Critical Backbone) from within the Public
Universe—as depicted in Figure 3—for development by the Companies.
Figure 3. EV Charging Universe – Public and Private Infrastructure

(Source: Navigant)

8

Id. at 66.
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The resulting Public Universe and Critical Backbone Planning Methodology (Backbone Methodology)
implemented through the web-based Critical Backbone Tool (Backbone Tool) will serve as the basis for
the Companies’ expanded role in charging infrastructure deployment. The Companies anticipate filing a
network expansion filing (Network Expansion filing) by the end of the first quarter of 2020 that will draw
upon the forecast results and will identify a Critical Backbone subset of the Public Universe as part of the
request to expand, make permanent, and diversify the technology for the Companies’ public charging
infrastructure program. The Companies intend to conduct a business case analysis, including evaluating
the existing tariff rates to determine the overall cost recovery request and to develop other program
details to present and review in that future filing. The Network Expansion filing will also outline the
parameters for a permanent infrastructure program, including rates, administration, operation and
maintenance (O&M), and outreach.
Since the Companies have not yet identified their proposed Critical Backbone subset of the Public
Universe, they request that the Commission and Consumer Advocate evaluate the merits of future Critical
Backbone results and proposed infrastructure program as part of the Network Expansion filing instead of
the current report filing that is rather intended as an informational progress update.
Thus, the intent of this report is to provide the Commission with an informational update on the
Companies’ progress on Initiative 7 of the EoT Roadmap.
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2. Policy Background and Regulatory Context
2.1 Policy Background
The Companies’ efforts to expand public charging infrastructure draw from the initiatives outlined in the
Companies’ EoT Roadmap, which support numerous state and county policies to reduce Hawai’i’s
dependence on fossil fuels. Furthermore, such efforts are intended to reduce barriers to EV adoption,
provide long-term customer benefits, and lower customer bills in the long-run. In 2008, the state executed
the Hawai’i Clean Energy Initiative (HCEI), which identified the need to transition the state to clean energy
in part by integrating transportation and the electrical grid. In 2009, Act 156 stipulated state policy to
aggressively promote and develop alternatives to fossil fuel modes of transportation. The HCEI Road
Map (2011 Edition) laid out four strategies to achieve a 70% reduction in petroleum use from ground
transportation:
•

Reduction in vehicle miles traveled (VMT);

•

Expansion of renewable fuels;

•

Improved vehicle fleet efficiencies; and

•

Expanded market share of EVs.

In 2012, the state enacted HRS § 291-71, requiring that public parking facilities with at least 100 parking
spaces have at least one space dedicated for EV use and EV charging. This law also established that
EVs with an EV license plate may use high occupancy highway lanes regardless of the number of
passengers and exempted EV drivers from certain parking fees. In 2013, HRS § 291-72 established an
Anti-ICEing law that institutes fines for conventional internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles that park in
spaces reserved for EVs. In 2015, Act 164 established a working group to study barriers to EV charging
infrastructure in multi-family developments. This working group developed a report that recommends
strategies to accelerate development of EV charging infrastructure in multi-family communities. A key
conclusion of that report was that utilities are well positioned to help multi-family developments overcome
barriers to EV infrastructure development. In 2017, each of the county mayors issued a joint proclamation
to convert all public and private ground transportation to 100% renewable sources by 2045 as well as
pledge to transition all of their county fleet vehicles to 100% renewable power by 2035. Earlier this year,
the state passed HB 1585 (Act 142) 2019, establishing, among other things, a rebate program for the
installation of eligible new or upgraded multi-user EV charging systems. Looking forward, growth in EV
market share is expected to play a much larger role in achieving Hawai’i’s clean energy goals and the
Companies will continue to support this transition into the future.
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2.2 Regulatory Context
In 2012, the Companies filed their initial request to own and operate public DCFC stations to:
•

Reduce the use of fossil fuel for transportation;

•

Reduce greenhouse gas emissions and overall air pollution;

•

Provide public health benefits; and

•

Support the integration of renewable energy.

In 2013, the Commission approved the Companies’ request to own and operate public DCFC stations,
establishing tariffs EV-F and EV-U. In Docket No. 2016-0168 in response to the Companies’ request to
extend the public DCFC pilot, the Commission acknowledged that the pilot continues to “align with clear
State policy objectives related to supporting EV adoption and reducing fossil fuel use in transportation.”9
In Docket No. 2016-0168, the Commission also directed the Companies to file their Electrification of
Transportation strategy.10 In response, the Companies filed their EoT Roadmap outlining 10 key
initiatives, three of which address the need to install and maintain charging infrastructure. Specifically, the
evaluation of future EV demand for public charging and planning methodology supporting the expanded
role of the Companies in serving demand aligns with State policy.
On December 21, 2018, Maui Electric filed an application proposing, among other things, to own and
operate eight EV charging stations that are currently part of the EV DCFC EVohana network.11 In its
decision and order, the Commission noted the Companies’ intent to conduct an EV charging backbone
study to support their ongoing infrastructure siting efforts as well as the Companies’ intent to include the
existing EVohana network as part of the baseline of existing charging infrastructure on Maui. However,
the Commission indicated that:
. . . the assumption that the eight selected EVohana stations are maintained should be
removed from the backbone study. By removing this assumption, a backbone study would
reflect a more accurate assessment of charging needs on Maui and better assist MECO in

9

Docket No. 2016-0168, Decision and Order No. 34592 filed June 5, 2017.

“In the programmatic filing, the Companies shall include a discussion of the following issues: (1) the intended extent of the
Companies' participation in 'Electrification of Transportation' efforts in the Companies' service territory; (2) how the Companies can
foster opportunities within the Companies' service territory for third parties in the EV charging market; (3) how the Companies'
'Electrification of Transportation' strategy and efforts will interface with the Companies' efforts related to demand response software,
programs, and planning; (4) how the Companies' 'Electrification of Transportation' strategy fits in with other dockets and related
efforts, including dockets examining demand response (e.g., Docket No. 2015-0412) and distributed energy resources (Docket No.
2014-0192); and (5) how the Companies can ensure that tariffs provide for adequate flexibility as technology, the market, and other
factors evolve within the EV landscape.” Id.
10

11

The EVohana network consisted of 26 DCFCs and three Level 2 chargers at 13 charging stations on the island of Maui. The Maui
Economic Development Board ( MEDB) owns the EVohana network, which is operated and maintained by Hitachi Advanced Clean
Energy Corporation (HIACE) . The EVohana network was initially operated as the "Japan-U. S. Maui Project or JUMPSmartMaui
('JUMPSmart'), funded by the New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization ('NEDO'), with numerous
partnerships including MEDB, HIACE, the County [of Maui] and Maui Electric from 2011-2017." In 2017, NEDO transferred the
network to MEDB; MEDB then contracted with HIACE to operate and maintain the network, rebranding it as EVohana. The existing
contract with HIACE expired on March 31, 2019. Specifically, Maui Electric’s application sought approval (1) of MECO's proposed
Schedule EV-MAUI EV fast charging service tariff (Schedule EV-MAUI) and (2) to defer certain O&M expenses relating to offering
such services until rates that reflect these amounts take effect in MECO's next general rate case. See Docket No. 2018-0422.
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determining which charging stations should reasonably be maintained to provide the
referenced critical backbone network. As such, the commission instructs MECO to remove
from the backbone study the assumption that the eight selected EVohana network stations
are maintained.12
As such, the analysis contained in this report has removed the EVohana network stations from the
baseline of existing charging stations. The resulting charging infrastructure forecast will provide validation
for siting selections made in future planning efforts.

12

See Docket No. 2018-0422, Decision and Order No. 36229, at 38.
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3. Project Overview
3.1 Project Purpose and Objectives
The Companies commissioned Navigant Consulting, Inc. (Navigant) to perform the analysis contained in
this report using its Vehicle Adoption Simulation Tool (VAST)™ Analytics Suite.13 The VAST™ suite
leverages an enhanced systems dynamics innovation diffusion model to forecast adoption of various
powertrain-fuel configurations in the plug-in electric vehicle (PEV) market at the local level to inform
projected EV charging equipment deployment over a specified time horizon.14 Notably, the EoT market is
still nascent within the context of the broader transportation landscape, yet market dynamics are evolving
rapidly on a day-to-day basis. Recognizing the uncertainty inherent in forecasting such a nascent,
tumultuous market, the analysis produced projections for 2025 and 2030 recognizing that a forecast time
horizon beyond 10 years would exacerbate its inherent uncertainty, and commensurately diminish its
value to the Companies’ objectives.
Specifically, the Companies sought to advance the following objectives through the analysis:
•

Understand the need for public charging required to support PEV adoption as provided in the
Companies’ forecast;

•

Identify the total universe of forecast charging infrastructure needed in 2025 and 2030 in the
Companies’ service territories;

•

Inform potential to increase the electric driving range;

•

Support increased PEV charging opportunities near or at multi-unit dwellings (MUD) and
workplaces;

•

Develop a planning methodology that will help identify a Critical Backbone subset of public EV
charging infrastructure;

•

Increase use of Company-owned charging locations as well as the potential increase in stations;

•

Enable grid impact or upgrade analysis; and

•

Inform potential to enable grid support services.

13

By modelling vehicle adoption based on inputs specific to a particular jurisdiction, the forecast more closely reflects local market
conditions compared to national level forecasts. See Appendix E for details on the VAST™ Analytics Suite
14
PEV includes plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) that include combined internal combustion engine and battery-based
powertrains, as well as battery electric vehicles (BEVs) that only contain battery powertrains.
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3.2 Stakeholder Value
The Companies have engaged with key external stakeholders from the onset of their participation in EV
charging infrastructure planning and development. Multiple stakeholders participated in the creation of the
Companies’ EoT strategy, set forth in the EoT Roadmap, and have continued that participation in the
development of the Backbone Methodology herein. This diverse stakeholder group has provided
invaluable insight and impartial perspective in this process, creating a more robust and representative set
of priorities and considerations in the development of the Backbone Methodology. In particular, the
Companies incorporated stakeholder feedback on the methodology inputs and assumptions before
finalizing analysis results. In addition, the stakeholders’ participation provided insight that would help
address near-term needs for the Companies future infrastructure filings by enabling greater community
collaboration on utility planning efforts. The Companies will continue to engage with external stakeholders
as part of the next phase of program development, wherein the Companies will identify a Critical
Backbone in support of their public EV charging infrastructure Network Expansion request. Appendix B
provides details on stakeholder engagement meetings, participation, and feedback

3.3 Project Process
Navigant performed seven key project process steps over three months to complete the analysis and
reporting for the EV Critical Backbone Study: Planning Methodology. Figure 4 provides a project timeline
with high level descriptions of each key step.
Figure 4. Project Steps and Schedule

(Source: Navigant)
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3.4 Stakeholder Engagement
The Companies conducted two in-person stakeholder engagement workshops to support the project
steps on June 4 (Step 4) and July 12, 2019 (Step 6). The workshops were available to off-site attendees
through a web conference. Presentation materials were delivered via email to all attendees following
workshop completion. The Companies held the first workshop so stakeholders could learn about the
project approach and Backbone Methodology, ahead of reviewing the analysis results in the second
workshop.
The process for each workshop was to report project progress, review stakeholder feedback, and refine
project activities and outputs to incorporate feedback into this EV Critical Backbone Study: Planning
Methodology Report and for consideration in a subsequent Network Expansion filing.
The June 4 workshop provided an opportunity for stakeholders to:
•

Better understand the proposed methodological process (Step 2);

•

Ask questions and seek clarifications; and

•

Propose modifications to the Backbone Methodology.

Subsequently, the July 12 workshop provided an opportunity for stakeholders to:
•

Review the finalized Backbone Methodology (Steps 3 and 4);

•

Review the EV Charging Universe analysis results (Step 5); and

•

Provide input on relative importance of each selection filter for the Companies’ consideration in
the future development of a Critical Backbone for inclusion in a Network Expansion filing (Step 6).

Following the workshops, the Companies collected stakeholder feedback on the progress reported at
each workshop, reviewed data and supporting rationales provided by stakeholders, and refined relevant
analytical methods or data sources. The details of that feedback, invited stakeholders, workshop
attendees, and other stakeholder engagement details are included in Appendix B to this report.
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4. Planning Methodology Development
In Project Steps 2, 3, and 4 of the analysis, Navigant undertook a series of activities to develop and
implement a Backbone Methodology that used its VAST™ Analytics Suite and the PEV adoption
forecasts from the EoT Roadmap to produce results in an interactive web-based Backbone Tool for the
Companies.
This section describes the activities Navigant undertook to model the Companies’ existing and planned
charging ports into an EV Charging Universe necessary to support forecasted PEV usage. The Universe
provides the Companies with flexibility to model a “critical backbone” using key selection filters that reflect
priorities for the Companies and other stakeholders. This information is displayed in a web-based tool that
allows the utility to determine which set of charging sites will comprise a “critical backbone” in the
Companies’ five-island service territory.
Table 1 provides an overview of the activities, by Project Process step, associated with development of
the Backbone Methodology.
Table 1. Backbone Methodology Development Activities

(Source: Navigant)

Appendix B provides additional supporting detail on how Navigant and the Companies collaborated to
develop the Backbone Methodology with stakeholder input for the EV Critical Backbone Study.
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4.1 Activity 1: PEV Forecast Disaggregation
Objective
The objective of Activity 1 was for Navigant to coordinate with the Companies to adapt their existing EoT
Roadmap light duty (LD) PEV adoption forecasts for use in the VAST™ suite. Specifically, Navigant
needed to disaggregate the Companies’ forecast to align with VAST™ data granularity requirements for
forecasting locational charging needs across the islands.15 Census tract was the selected level of
granularity because any larger measurement unit than census tract does not provide sufficient granularity
by island relative to population density and trip distance. Moreover, any smaller measurement unit does
not align with Department of Motor Vehicle (DMV) data for PEV registrations or US Census demographic
data that are key inputs to VAST™. Consequently, no larger or smaller unit of measurement was viable
for completing the analysis.
Approach
To complete this activity the Companies provided Navigant with the LD PEV forecast by island that
included reference, low, and high scenario projections through 2045 from the EoT Roadmap. Figure 5
reflects the reference case developed by the Companies for the EoT Roadmap.
Figure 5. The Companies’ EoT Roadmap PEV Forecast (Reference Case by County)

(Source: The Companies)

Importantly, this forecast did not distinguish between PEV powertrains, vehicle ownership (individual or
fleet), or vehicle class (passenger car or light truck)—all requirements for VAST™ to develop charger
counts and estimate energy impacts. For compatibility with VAST™, Navigant needed to disaggregate the
EoT Roadmap PEV forecast to produce an Adapted Forecast.16

15

See Docket No. 2016-0168, Electrification of Transportation Strategic Roadmap, filed March 29, 2018.

16

Navigant-adapted EoT Roadmap PEV adoption projections including reference, high, and low forecasts for 2025 and 2030.
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To produce this forecast, Navigant and the Companies aligned on the dimensions, or data requirements,
for the VAST™ model inputs—including geography granularity, PEV powertrains, vehicle ownership, and
vehicle class—to produce outputs at the island and census tract levels.17 Navigant then used the VAST™
model to calculate adoption forecasts across the PEV powertrain, vehicle ownership, and vehicle class
dimensions at the island level. Navigant applied the VAST™ projections by dimension to the EoT
Roadmap’s Lānaʻi, Maui, Moloka’i, O’ahu, and Hawai’i Island PEV forecasts to determine the
disaggregated number of registrations by vehicle type at the census tract level.18 Navigant then
disaggregated this forecast by census tract based on income, education, and historic PEV penetration in
each census tract.19 The resulting Adapted Forecast was used as an input for subsequent activities. As a
quality control measure, Navigant and the Companies examined heatmaps of the Adapted Forecast to
ensure the vehicles were correctly distributed among the islands.
Outputs
The Adapted Forecast heatmaps in Figure 6 represent census tract-level data for each county for the
reference scenario in the year 2030. The color of each census tract indicates the number of PEVs
registered in that tract in 2030. These outputs were subsequently used in Activity 2.

17

The Companies provided a shape file with island, census tract, and operating Company geographic boundaries.

Navigant determined the proportion of vehicle type combinations (powertrain, owner, and class) associated with each island’s
census tracts, with these proportions summing to 1.
19
To check these disaggregated figures, Navigant ensured the number of PEV registrations matched expectations by reviewing
demographics such as income and population for randomly selected census tracts. To adapt Navigant’s census tract-level forecast
to the Companies’ adoption figures, Navigant multiplied VAST™ breakout values (between 0 and 1) by the Companies’ PEV
forecast for each island. This resulted in census tract registrations by vehicle-type which, summed to the island level, matched the
Companies’ PEV forecast for each scenario.
18
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Figure 6. Adapted Forecast – PEV Forecast Disaggregation 2030 by County

(Source: Navigant)

For Adapted Forecast PEV disaggregation results in 2030 by county on a per-capita basis, see Appendix
A.
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4.2 Activity 2: EV Charging Baseline Analysis
Objective
The objective of Activity 2 was to develop a baseline of existing EV charging sites—i.e., existing20 and
Company-planned21 charger sites22—for comparative analysis relative to those that would be forecast in
Activity 3 according to island, charger ownership,23 and charging technology type—i.e., Level 1, Level 2,
and DCFC. Navigant’s VAST™ model provided charger estimates and sites by technology type. These
charging types have distinct inputs in the utilization and load forecasting analysis, such as charging time,
power usage, and expected charger-to-vehicle ratios.
Approach
Navigant examined data from the Alternative Fuels Data Center (AFDC) along with input from the
Companies to curate a database of existing public charging infrastructure to analyze in VAST™. This
data at the latitude/longitude level along with VMT data were key inputs into VAST™, which was used in
Activity 3 to locate new chargers among existing gaps. Yearly VMT estimates were leveraged from the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) as were data from FHWA for average annual daily traffic
(AADT). These values provide a discrete locational estimate of VMT, which VAST™ uses as an input for
charging demand. VMT was also an input to the grid impact analysis to calculate vehicle annual energy
consumption. Notably, the legacy JUMPSmart Maui program sites on Maui were excluded from the
baseline of existing sites to test their value within the total Universe of forecast charging infrastructure
needed in 2025 and 2030 in the Companies’ service territory.24
In the baseline analysis, the VAST™ model indicated additional charging sites were needed to satisfy
current EV charging demand for several islands and scenarios. In those situations, Navigant determined
the potential locations for additional charging sites based on use cases and the hybrid objective function
described in Activity 3. Specifically, home charging locations were based on registration locations,
workplace charging incorporated employee counts, and market charging included traffic flow.25 In
addition, parking lots of greater than 100 spaces include a charging site based on direction from the
Companies.
After establishing the baseline of existing and Company-planned EV charging sites, Navigant then
collaborated with the Companies to formulate charging use cases to address the Companies’ charging
infrastructure network gaps by charging type and location. Use case refers to the type of charging
location included in the model, as well as the availability of that location to public access, as defined in
Table 1.

20

See Alternative Fuels Data Center, US Department of Energy, available at https://afdc.energy.gov/.

21

See Docket No. 2016-0168, Electrification of Transportation Strategic Roadmap, filed March 29, 2018.
Charging sites refer to the locations where individual ports connect to the grid, whereas ports describe the part of a charger that
plugs into a PEV. A single charging site can have multiple ports.
22

23

Navigant categorized charger ownership as either public or private. Public chargers were accessible to all PEV drivers, while
private chargers were considered behind the fence, and only available to certain individuals, such as workplace employees and
MUD tenants.
24

See Docket No. 2018-0422, Decision and Order No. 36229, at 38.
Navigant assumed that a portion of PEVs registered to single-unit dwellings possessed Level 1 charging at their residence, along
with a portion of multi-unit dwellings.
25
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Using information on the existing public charging network from Activity 1 and input from stakeholders
during and following a workshop on June 4, Navigant and the Companies identified expected use cases
that would be incremental to the baseline charging use cases in VAST™.26 These incremental use cases
included tourist destinations, Honolulu Authority for Rapid Transportation (HART) rail stations, shared
single-family, and LD fleet chargers. During this activity, Navigant collected data from the Companies and
other external sources for use in Activity 3 to project potential charging station locations for the
incremental use cases.
Outputs
The key output from this activity was the existing EV charging baseline in the tri-Company service
territories and a finalized set of use cases to include in Activity 3. Table 1 provides the final list of use
cases including definitions and examples, with additional data and sources available in Appendix C.
Table 1. Final Use Cases

(Source: Navigant)

The baseline set of VAST™ use cases is public, workplace, multi-family, and single-family. These use cases were expanded
based on stakeholder feedback to provide the basis for charger siting across the islands. See Appendix C for details on each use
case.
26
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4.3 Activity 3: EV Charging Universe Forecast
Objective
The objective of Activity 3 was to use VAST™ to map charging locations based on use cases for 2018,
2025, and 2030.
Approach
To complete this activity, Navigant modeled 2025 and 2030 charger counts by census tract for the use
cases developed in Activity 2 based on charger-to-vehicle ratios from the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory’s (NREL) Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Projection Tool (EVI-Pro) Lite and the Adapted
Forecast from Activity 1.27
EVI-Pro Lite provided state-level estimates for the number of ports needed to support the expected
number of EVs from the Adapted Forecast. Navigant used EVI-Pro Lite to calculate the ratio of chargers
to vehicles for Workplace Level 2, Public Level 2, and Public DCFC chargers in 2030.28 Inputs included
the following:
•

Vehicle count to support with charging infrastructure (sourced from the Adapted Forecast)

•

Vehicle mix (PHEVs vs. BEVs, sourced from the Adapted Forecast)

•

Assumption of full support or partial support for PHEVs (Navigant used full support)

•

Ratio of drivers that have access to home charging (assumed 85% based on Hawaiian Electric
Company customer survey data)29

Navigant subsequently calculated charger-to-vehicle ratios for each year by interpolating an S-curve
between the initial ratios (from vehicle registration data and AFDC existing charger data) and final ratios
(from NREL EVI-Pro Lite). Charger-to-vehicle ratios were used to calculate the number of ports expected
to meet the vehicle demand on each island.
The analysis then relied on GIS Network Analysis functions within VAST™ to optimally place the
estimated population of chargers throughout the islands. To place charging sites to meet the expected
number of EVs, Navigant and the Companies aligned on a hybrid approach using two types of objective
functions (depending on the island): either target market share30 or minimize facilities.31 This hybrid
27

See Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Projection Tool (EVI-Pro) Lite, National Renewable Energy Laboratory, available at
https://afdc.energy.gov/evi-pro-lite.
28

Navigant assumed that a portion of PEVs registered to single-unit dwellings possessed Level 1 charging at their residence, along
with a portion of multi-unit dwellings. The EVI-Pro Lite analysis did not include Level 1 charging as the low charging rate and
commensurately low energy sales is not widely considered viable for public charging:
https://www.energy.gov/eere/electricvehicles/vehicle-charging.
29
Trans No. 13-07, Attachment A at 24, filed March 29, 2018
30
The first objective function, target market share, chooses location and minimum number of facilities to reach a specified target
market share; this translates to choosing the minimum number of EV charging sites to meet a specified share of EVMT (electric
vehicle miles traveled) demand. This objective function solves the competitive facility location problem and uses gravity model
concepts to determine demand allocation to each facility. Appendix C includes further detail.
31

The second objective function, minimize facilities, chooses facilities such that as many traffic data points as possible are within the
road network distance cutoff defined are allocated to charging sites. For example, a cutoff distance of two miles would result in EV
traffic demand within two miles of a site being allocated to that site. In addition, the number of sites required to cover all traffic data
points is minimized. The objective function operates under the assumption that EV traffic at any specific point on the road network is
assumed to charge from its nearest charging site only. Appendix C includes further detail.
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objective function approach aimed to balance the need across islands to maximize both utilization and
coverage to support market development and geographical space constraints.
Finally, VAST™ allocated charging ports to census tracts based on the total weight of sites located by
census tract described in Activity 1—that is, vehicle registrations for home charging, employee counts for
workplace charging, and traffic demand weight for public charging. The resulting EV charging sites were
aggregated to the census tract level to be used to develop the Backbone Tool in Activity 5.
Outputs
The resulting forecast from this activity constitutes the Universe of private and public chargers. Universe
refers to all of the charging ports Navigant modeled based on the Adapted Forecast, and the VAST™
census tract-level charging output. These ports were categorized according to use case, technology, and
ownership (public or private).32 Thus, the Critical Backbone is a selected portion of the public charging
ports within the full Universe, as depicted in Figure 7.
Figure 7. The EV Charging Universe – Private, Public, Critical Backbone

(Source: Navigant)

Section 5 provides a comprehensive view of the Universe by island, scenario, and technology type
through 2030. Notably, the Universe outputs from Activity 3 illustrated differences between current and
projected EV charger counts at the island level, providing comparative insights into gaps in potential
network size relative to current coverage for inclusion in Activities 4 and 5.

32

The EV Charging Universe of ports is used in the Backbone Tool that allows the utility to select a Critical Backbone based on
specific criteria as described in Appendix C.
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4.4 Activity 4: EV Charging Universe Grid Impact Analysis
Objective
The objective of Activity 4 was to develop estimated charging load profiles segmented by use case and
charging technology type to produce rated kilowatt (kW)—or electrical peak loading—for each charger in
the Public Universe only (as the Private Universe is not in scope for Critical Backbone calculations) using
VAST™ for inclusion in the Backbone Tool.33
Approach
To complete this activity, Navigant blended load profiles from the Companies, NREL, and an EV supply
equipment (EVSE) manufacturer to develop hourly charging profiles by day type and month, normalized
according to expected utilization, for the following dimensions:
•

Technology type (Level 1, Level 2, or DCFC);

•

Use case (market, tourist destinations, rail station, LD fleet, single-unit dwelling, shared singleunit dwelling, multi-unit dwelling, workplace);

•

Ownership (public or private); and

•

Day type (weekday or weekend).

Navigant forecasted load shapes for the Public Universe in 2025 and 2030 using DCFC charging load
profiles from existing chargers in the Companies’ service areas and other normalized load profiles.
Expected vehicle annual energy consumption determined the forecast scale of final load profiles.
Navigant then modeled overall grid impacts associated with future PEV registrations and use cases
based on expected rated kW increases for charging technology, port counts, and a blend of load profiles.
Additionally, Navigant added functionality to the Backbone Tool to display load profile forecasts that are
dynamically calculated for any Critical Backbone selection. See Appendix C for further detail on the load
shapes.
Outputs
The key output from this activity was estimated charging load profiles segmented by use case and
charging technology type as depicted in Figure 8 to include in the Backbone Tool during Activity 5.

33

Rated kW is the maximum demand (kW) of a given charger. Rated kW varies by technology level (L1, L2, DCFC), and is assumed
to increase over time as charging technology progresses and new chargers are installed, or old chargers are replaced (assuming a
10-year measure life). Rated kW is a dynamic assumption in the Backbone Tool that the utility can adjust and impacts the resulting
load profiles.
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Figure 8. Backbone Tool EV Charging Load Shapes

4.5 Activity 5: Critical Backbone Methodology and Tool Development
Objective
The objective of Activity 5 was to deploy a planning methodology for identifying the Critical Backbone
from the Public Universe using selection filters in a web-based Backbone Tool.34
Approach
In this activity, Navigant, the Companies, and stakeholders collaborated on key priorities for selecting, or
filtering, Critical Backbone chargers among the Public Universe.
Selection Filters
Navigant developed selection filters at the census tract level to allow the utility flexibility in selecting which
subset of chargers from the Public Universe could make up a Critical Backbone in either 2025 or 2030.
Each selection filter uses a quintile-based scale to indicate the threshold for inclusion of a census tract in
the Critical Backbone. The scale for each filter is based on the units being measured by the filter. For
example, a Multi-unit Dwelling percentile of 20% indicates inclusion of the census tracts with lowest MUD
density. The utility can adjust each selection filter to select desired segments along each scale to reflect
desired priorities when choosing the Critical Backbone. Calculation of selection filters at the census tract
level enables a given census tract to be entirely included or entirely excluded based on the quintiles
chosen for each selection filter. Notably, it would not be possible to select only a portion of a census tract.
Navigant collected and aggregated data for each of the priority selection filters listed in Table 2 that allow
the Companies to filter the Public Universe of chargers down to the Critical Backbone.

34

Selection filters enable the utility to screen out EV charging from a geographic region (i.e., census tract) from the Universe based
on an area’s unique characteristics. Navigant and the Companies determined the criteria described in Table 2 would comprise
selection filters to identify the Critical Backbone; for further detail on these selection filters please refer to Appendix C.
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Table 2. Selection Filter Descriptions

(Source: Navigant)

For additional detail on selection filters, see Appendix C.
Stakeholder Input and Data Collection
Navigant collaborated with the Companies to incorporate stakeholder feedback in developing the final
Backbone Methodology. Navigant provided a summary of the draft Backbone Methodology, including
draft selection filters, for input at a July 12 external stakeholder workshop. Navigant collaborated with the
Companies to collect supporting data from internal and external stakeholders for use in implementing the
Backbone Methodology through a web-based Backbone Tool.
Tool Design
The final Backbone Methodology was implemented in a web-based Backbone Tool to enable the
Companies to iteratively explore many possibilities for the final Critical Backbone. Design requirements
included the following:
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•

Web-based tool with interactive heatmap of each of the Companies’ service territory locations;

•

Exportable outputs with dimensions aligned to the Companies’ reporting and planning needs;

•

User-friendly interface with the ability to support the Companies’ future analyses; and

•

Set of adjustable filters the Companies can use to determine the Critical Backbone.

Tool Development
Navigant implemented the Backbone Tool design in R Shiny. R Shiny was chosen based on the following
attributes:
•

Secure and accessible: Credentialed users can view the tool on any web browser through a
custom URL.

•

Hosted in the cloud: RStudio provides cloud hosting services so there is no need for hosting on
the Companies’ servers.

•

Compatible with R analysis: The dashboard is powered by R, the software performing the
VAST™ calculations.

Reporting
Navigant collaborated with the Companies on compiling the Backbone Methodology and Tool inputs,
assumptions, methods, results, and stakeholder feedback into the EV Critical Backbone Study: Planning
Methodology Report for filing with the Commission. Navigant provided the Companies with access to the
Backbone Tool and a User Guide for conducting Critical Backbone selection analysis in the Backbone
Tool.35
Outputs
The key outputs from this activity included the following:
•

EV Critical Backbone Study: Planning Methodology (Backbone Methodology)
o

•

EV Critical Backbone Study: Selection Tool (Backbone Tool)
o

•

The Backbone Tool is a web-based tool that allows the utility to select the subset of the
Public Universe that makes up the Critical Backbone. The Backbone Tool features six
selection filters that are used to prioritize the characteristics of chargers selected into the
Critical Backbone. Furthermore, the Backbone Tool provides data and insights into the
entire Universe, both public and private chargers, by allowing the utility to access and
download the entire forecast dataset.

EV Critical Backbone Study: Selection Tool User Guide (User Guide)
o

35

The Backbone Methodology helps identify a subset of the Public Universe to be owned
and operated by the Companies. Only public chargers are candidates for inclusion in the
Critical Backbone.

The User Guide is intended as a standalone document to assist the utility in
understanding and using the Backbone Tool. It includes background information on the

See Appendix C for the User Guide.
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forecast dimensions and Backbone Methodology, along with the selection filters available
in the tool. More details on the User Guide can be found in Appendix C.
•

EV Critical Backbone Study: Planning Methodology Report (Report)
o

The report is an external-facing written description of all finalized forecasting
methodologies, key inputs, stakeholder feedback, output results, and conclusions,
including citations and key assumptions and commensurate rationale.
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5. EV Charging Universe Results
In Step 5 of the analysis, following implementation of the Backbone Tool, Navigant produced a reference
EV Charging Universe forecast for 2025 and 2030 for Level 1, Level 2, and DCFC station ports across the
selected use cases. As discussed in Section 4, the Adapted Forecast included high and low forecasts
through 2030. Consequently, Navigant also calculated high and low Universe scenarios through 2030
based on the Adapted Forecast. The resulting Universe of forecast charging ports reflects the latest stage
of the Companies’ iterative forecasting process, which will continue to evolve over time.

5.1 EV Charging Universe: A Brief History
The following is a brief history of the Universe described in Section 4 to provide context for interpreting
the results in this section:
•

The Universe consists of public and private charging ports through 2030 based on the Adapted
Forecast, as described in Section 4.1.

•

This latest enhanced approach taken by the Companies enables increased granularity across EV
charging geographic and energy/demand dimensions, as described in Section 4.2.

•

The Critical Backbone is a selected portion of the public charging ports within the full Universe, as
described in Section 4.5.

•

This approach also supports the Companies’ ability to select a subset of the total Universe using
criteria based on six selection filters, as described in Section 4.5.

•

Selection filters screen out EV charging from a geographic region (i.e., census tract) from the full
universe based on the particular area’s unique characteristics, as described in Section 4.5.

•

Further, this approach enables the Companies’ collection of input from stakeholders on priorities
for consideration in a future Network Expansion filing, as described in Section 1.

5.2 EV Charging Universe Results: Reference Case
This section provides a comprehensive view of the Private and Public Universe results by island,
scenario, and technology type—i.e., Level 1, Level 2, direct current fast charge— through 2030.
In addition to private and public accessibility, the forecast includes deeper granularity by technology type
and use case as described in Section 4.2.
Table 3 provides the granular 2030 Universe by island, technology type and use case.
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Table 3. 2030 EV Charging Universe Results by Island, Technology Type and Use Case –Reference
Case 36

Table 3 demonstrates that the clear majority of charging ports in 2030 appear in the privately-accessible
portion of the universe (46,720 or 93%) relative to the Public Universe (3,651 or 7%). The table also
indicates that Single-unit Dwelling comprises the largest share of charging ports among the use cases
(78%) in 2030, followed by Workplace (7%) and Multi-unit Dwelling (6%), with Rail Station and Tourist
Destination accruing the smallest shares of ports (<1%). EV Charging Universe results for 2025 are
available in Appendix G.
Table 4 provides a different view of the granular 2030 Universe by technology type and use case.
Table 4. 2030 EV Charging Port Universe by Technology Type – Reference Case

By technology type, in 2030 over 97% of charging ports are projected to be Level 1 and Level 2, while
less than 3% are DCFC.

36

A full data extract of the EV Charging Universe can be found in Appendix F.
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5.3 Public Universe Results
As discussed in Section 4.5, and depicted in Figure 7, the Public Universe would be the focus of a Critical
Backbone analysis. Figure 9 depicts total 2030 public charging port needs, by census tract, based on the
Adapted Forecast reference case. The figure provides charging port counts based on variances in
projected PEV adoption, demographics, and traffic patterns.
Figure 9. 2030 Public Universe Results by Island – Reference Case

Within the 2030 Public Universe, Table 5 depicts charging port needs, by island and technology type, for
high and low scenarios, across use cases based on the Adapted Forecast high and low cases for PEV
adoption.
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Table 5. 2030 Public Universe Results by Island, Technology Type and Use Case – High & Low
Scenarios

The Public Universe results suggest the most dramatic public charging needs for the Market (up to 69%
of ports) and Shared Single-unit Dwelling (up to 30% of ports) use cases in 2030, particularly on O’ahu.
Maui and Hawai’i Island show similar needs—albeit at lower port counts than O’ahu—while Lānaʻi and
Moloka’i are projected to have limited charging needs at all technology types and use cases through
2030.
Public Universe results for 2025 are available in Appendix G.
Table 6 provides a granular view of the Public Universe by technology type and use case in both high and
low scenarios for 2030.
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Table 6. 2030 Public Universe Results by Technology Type and Use Case – High & Low Scenarios

The technology type results indicate that approximately 85% of Public Universe charging port needs are
Level 1 and Level 2, while roughly 15% of port needs are DCFC.
Figure 10 provides a time-segmented view of the Public Universe for 2025 and 2030. From this
perspective Moloka’i and Hawai’i Island see the largest percentage gains in ports by 2025 due to low port
populations in 2019, with Maui seeing the largest gains after 2025.
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Figure 10. 2019 to 2030 Public Universe Results by Island – High & Low Scenario Growth
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6. Planning Tool Sensitivity Test
During Step 5 Navigant developed a set of sensitivity tests leveraging the selection filters to support the
stakeholder feedback process.

6.1 Sensitivity Test Approach
The objectives of the sensitivity tests were to:
•

Provide example outputs from the Backbone Tool to support stakeholder understanding of its
capabilities;

•

Identify degrees in sensitivities across selection filters to inform stakeholder feedback on
perceived importance of one filter relative to another; and

•

Set a potential range within the Public Universe that a Critical Backbone could comprise in a
future Network Expansion filing by the Companies.

To complete the test, Navigant utilized the Backbone Tool. For each selection filter, the test consisted of
adjusting the filter to select only census tracts in the top quintile (80th percentile or higher) according to the
given filter (e.g., MUD percentile). Navigant repeated this process for each of the selection filters and
compared the sizes of the Critical Backbone selections to demonstrate the sensitivity of each selection
filter.

6.2 Sensitivity Test Results
The following subsections provide results in heatmap form to illustrate the census tract-level results by
selection filter using the 2025 reference scenario. Note the following key points for interpreting the
sensitivity test results:
•

Test results are intended to visually illustrate how the selection filters can individually parse out
census tracts when each filter is limited to the top quintile (80% to 100%)

•

Selection filters will have overlapping filtering effects when the utility uses more than one filter in
selecting a Critical Backbone in the tool.

•

Scoring by selection filter has been implemented on a tri-Company basis such that quintile
scaling is not specific to one island, but rather to all islands in the tri-company service territory.
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6.2.1 Multi-unit Dwelling
The MUD selection filter indicates the level of access to public charging for MUDs as described in Table
2. Census tracts with higher scores have a higher proportion of households living in MUDs.
Figure 11 provides a snapshot of the Backbone Tool, illustrating the results when the MUD filter is
prioritized at the top quintile (top 20% of high MUD tracts) while keeping all census tracts for the other
filters. In this test, which assumes that MUD is the most critical selection filter, the resulting hypothetical
Critical Backbone reflects 13% of the Public Universe. Notably, because O’ahu has the highest MUD
density, and scoring is implemented on a tri-Company basis, the Critical Backbone prioritizes census
tracts on O’ahu.
Figure 11. Selection Filter Sensitivity Test Result – Multi-unit Dwelling
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6.2.2 Low Income
The Low Income selection filter reflects the proportion of residents with an annual household income less
than the defined threshold in each census tract as described in Table 2. For Hawai’i Island, the lowincome threshold was $65,000 / year, and for all other islands the threshold was $75,000 / year. Census
tracts with a high Low Income score have higher proportions of households that are considered low
income.
Figure 12 provides a snapshot of the Backbone Tool, illustrating the results when the Low Income filter is
prioritized at the top quintile (i.e., top 20% of low-income census tracts) while keeping all census tracts for
the other filters. In this test, which assumes that Low Income is the most critical selection filter, the
resulting hypothetical Critical Backbone reflects 14% of the Public Universe.
Figure 12. Selection Filter Sensitivity Test Result – Low Income
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6.2.3 Utilization
The Utilization selection filter indicates the level of support for areas with dense populations and
opportunities to serve high levels of traffic demand for charging based on VMT as described in Table 2.
Census tracts with high utilization scores support more demand and a larger population.
Figure 13 provides a snapshot of the Backbone Tool, illustrating the results when the Utilization filter is
prioritized at the top quintile (top 20% of high utilization tracts) while keeping all census tracts for the other
filters. In this test, which assumes that Utilization is the most critical selection filter, the resulting
hypothetical Critical Backbone reflects 36% of the Public Universe. Notably, the high utilization areas are
located near dense urban centers across the five islands.
Figure 13. Selection Filter Sensitivity Test Result – Utilization
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6.2.4 Range Support
The Range Support selection filter indicates the opportunity to enable longer-distance trips as described
in Table 2. This is based on the average distance between one EV charging site and the next nearest
site.
Figure 14 provides a snapshot of the Backbone Tool, illustrating the results when the Range Support filter
is prioritized at the top quintile (i.e., top 20% of range supporting census tracts) while keeping all census
tracts for the other filters. In this test, which assumes that Range Support is the most critical selection
filter, the resulting hypothetical Critical Backbone reflects 24% of the Public Universe. Notably, the high
range supporting areas are located away from urban centers in more rural areas of each island.
Figure 14. Selection Filter Sensitivity Test Result – Range Support
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6.2.5 Development Cost
The Development Cost selection filter considers the required grid updates and the impact on the level of
investment required to install an EV charger as described in Table 2. A higher Development Cost score
identifies areas with fewer updates, which results in lower costs.
Figure 15 provides a snapshot of the Backbone Tool, illustrating the results when the Development Cost
filter is prioritized at the top quintile (top 20% of low Development Cost tracts) while keeping all census
tracts for the other filters. In this test, which assumes that Development Cost is the most critical selection
filter, the resulting hypothetical Critical Backbone reflects 10% of the Public Universe.
Figure 15. Selection Filter Sensitivity Test Result – Development Cost
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6.2.6 Grid Support
The Grid Support selection filter indicates the level of opportunity to utilize managed charging to enable
grid resiliency as described in Table 2. This is based on the amount of headroom identified in the
Companies’ load forecast. The greatest opportunities are in census tracts with the least headroom.
Figure 16 provides a snapshot of the Backbone Tool, illustrating the results when the Grid Support filter is
prioritized at the top quintile (top 20% of tracts with the least headroom) while keeping all census tracts
for the other filters. In this test, which assumes that Grid Support is the most critical selection filter, the
resulting hypothetical Critical Backbone reflects 18% of the Public Universe.
Figure 16. Selection Filter Sensitivity Test Result – Grid Support
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6.3 Sensitivity Test Takeaways
•

Test results indicated a Critical Backbone ranging from 10% to 36% of the Public Universe, as
summarized in Table 7.
Table 7. Backbone Tool Sensitivity Test Results

•

Breadth of range warrants additional input for the Companies’ consideration in developing a
Critical Backbone ahead of a future Network Expansion filing

•

Range of results also demonstrates importance of the values selected for filters in any Critical
Backbone configuration, further highlighting the need to root filter selections in best available
empirical data collected by the Companies and stakeholders

•

Finally, the results demonstrate the value of stakeholder engagement, as the process of
estimating charging port needs iteratively over time will need to leverage newer, better data as
they become available in the market and among stakeholders
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7. Summary of Key Stakeholder Feedback
The Companies received stakeholder feedback in response to each workshop on the Backbone
Methodology for incorporation in this EV Critical Backbone Study: Planning Methodology Report and for
consideration in a subsequent Network Expansion filing. This section includes key feedback points as
well as critical stakeholder questions and answers provided by the Companies and Navigant.

7.1 June 4 Workshop and Follow-up
The Companies sought stakeholder feedback on the proposed methodological process for incorporation
into refinement of the Backbone Methodology and Tool design.
Figure 17 provides the preliminary tool features presented to stakeholders for feedback.
Figure 17. Draft Backbone Tool Design – June 4, 2019

Key feedback incorporated into the Backbone Methodology included adding tourist destinations to the
analyzed use cases and including a household income data metric based on locally-sourced data.37
Appendix B contains all stakeholder responses received by the Companies as of the writing of this report
for consideration in developing a Critical Backbone infrastructure for inclusion in a future Network
Expansion filing.

37

See Appendix B for further details.
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7.2 July 12 Workshop and Follow-up
The Companies sought stakeholder feedback on the relative importance of each selection filter for
consideration in development of a future Critical Backbone infrastructure.
Stakeholders received the template depicted in Figure 18 for completion and return to the Companies.
The Companies will continue to conduct stakeholder engagement throughout 2019 in preparation for a
subsequent filing.
Figure 18. Selection Filter Stakeholder Feedback Template

Appendix B contains all stakeholder responses received by the Companies as of the writing of this report
for consideration in developing a Critical Backbone infrastructure for inclusion in a future Network
Expansion filing.

7.3 Stakeholder Questions and Answers
•

Granularity: Why choose census tract over island, county, or ZIP code level?
o

•

Rationale: Census tract was the selected level of granularity because any larger
measurement unit than census tract does not provide sufficient granularity by island
relative to population density and trip distance. Moreover, any smaller measurement unit
does not align with Department of Motor Vehicle (DMV) data for PEV registrations or US
Census demographic data that are key inputs to VAST™. Consequently, no larger or
smaller unit of measurement was viable for completing the analysis.

Universe: How is the Critical Backbone reflected in the universe of private and public
charging ports?
o

Rationale: The Critical Backbone is a selected portion of the Public charging ports within
the full EV Charging Universe as described in Section 4.3.
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•

Approach: Why did Navigant not recommend a Critical Backbone in the analysis?
o

•

Workplace Charging: Why was workplace charging not included as a selection filter?
o

•

Rationale: Flood zones were not explicitly treated in the Backbone Methodology because
the methodology focuses on census tract-level forecasts for planning purposes. Flood
zones should be considered when selecting specific sites to host Critical Backbone
chargers, but site selection is not an objective of the Backbone Methodology.

Selection Filters: Can selection filters function on an intra-island basis?
o

38

Rationale: Building code considerations are relevant to site acquisition process, whereas
the EV Critical Backbone Study: Planning Methodology Report is a policy planning
snapshot that will inform site acquisition processes.

Flood Zones: How were flood zones treated in the Backbone Methodology?
o

•

Rationale: AADT data were leveraged in the minimize facilities objective function to
account for origin-to-destination considerations. In addition, the Tourist Destination and
Rail Station use cases addressed origin-to-destination considerations from a qualitative
analysis perspective. Point estimate traffic data (e.g., StreetLight Data) are making gains
in precision and representativeness, while protecting data privacy. These data types
could be considered for incorporation in future Critical Backbone analyses seeking to
include origin-to-destination calculations.

Building Code: How are building codes considered in the analysis?
o

•

Rationale: The Low Income Selection Filter seeks to capture multiple market effects for
renters and multi-generational residents. See Appendix C for further detail.

Origin-to-Destination Trip: Was origin-to-destination trip data included in the Backbone
Methodology?
o

•

Rationale: Traffic flow data (AADT) captures market effects needed to serve public
workplace charging. The inclusion of an 85% home charging assumption in the Backbone
Methodology (sourced from the Companies’ survey data) directionally increased the
quantity of charging estimated for the Public Universe relative to other market assumption
of greater than 90% home charging.38 Relatedly, the future Network Expansion filing
development process will provide a logical venue to discuss opportunities for exploring
workplace charging to support grid needs, i.e., Grid Support selection filter.

Renters: How are renters considered in the analysis?
o

•

Rationale: Provided an EV Charging Universe from which to extract a prioritized Critical
Backbone in a future filing. Backbone Methodology implemented provides high degree of
granularity, requiring time to incorporate additional analysis and stakeholder feedback.

Rationale: Scoring by selection filter has been implemented on a tri-Company basis such
that quintile scaling is not specific to one island, but rather to all islands in the tri-company
service territory. This approach allows for “apples-to-apples” comparisons of the selection
filter effects in the Public EV Charging Universe to inform forthcoming business case,
cost recovery, and other tri-company analyses for the Network Expansion filing.

Trans 13-07, Attachment A at 24, filed March 29, 2018
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8. Road Ahead
This filing is the first of several steps establishing the Companies’ expanded role in EV charging
infrastructure deployment. The Backbone Methodology identified herein, along with ongoing stakeholder
input, will support upcoming requests to expand and make permanent, the existing public charging
infrastructure pilot (Schedule EV-U); validate the site selections made in the EV-Maui filing; and support a
request to pilot a behind-the-meter EV infrastructure make-ready program for multiple-unit dwellings and
workplaces. The Companies are currently in preliminary development of an EV-U Network Expansion
filing and anticipate filing a request by the end of the first quarter of 2020.
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Appendix A. PEV Forecast Disaggregation 2030 by County
(Per Capita)
The heatmaps in Figure A-1 represent 2030 census tract-level data in the tri-Company counties Navigant
developed in Activity 1 for the reference scenario; these were used in Activity 2. The color of each census
tract indicates the number of PEVs per capita in that tract in 2030.
Figure A-1. 2030 PEV Forecast Disaggregation – Tri-Company Service Territory Counties
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Appendix B. Stakeholder Engagement and Feedback
Summary
B.1 Invitees to Stakeholder Engagement Meetings
Advocacy Groups
• Alliance for Transportation Electrification (ATE)
• Blue Planet Foundation
• Elemental Excelerator
• Ulupono Initiative
Automakers/Dealerships
• Tesla
Charging Solution Providers
• Aloha Charge
• Greenlots
• OpConnect
• Hitachi
Transportation Network Company
• Lyft
• Uber
Public Agencies, Offices, and Representatives
• City and County of Honolulu – Department of Transportation Services
• City and County of Honolulu – Office of Climate Change, Sustainability and Resiliency
• Hawai’i County – Department of Research and Development
• Maui County – Energy Commissioner
• Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism – Energy Office
• Hawai’i Department of Transportation
• Honolulu Authority for Rapid Transportation
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B.2 June 4, 2019 Meeting Presentation
The Companies presented the following material to stakeholders during the meeting and delivered an
electronic copy via email after the meeting to support stakeholder feedback responses.
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B.3 June 4, 2019 Meeting Feedback
Invitees included 34 stakeholders from 17 organizations. Attendees included 17 participants from 13
organizations. The Companies received the information contained in this subsection from stakeholders
during and after the meeting.
The Companies received the information contained in this subsection from stakeholders during and after
the meeting.
Low Income Metric Selection
Based on stakeholder feedback, the metrics in Table B-1. were considered as options for the Low Income
selection filter.
Table B-1. Low Income Metric Description

1 https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/il//il19/IncomeLimitsMethodology-FY19.pdf
2 https://www.hcapweb.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/2019-liheap-application.pdf
3 https://aspe.hhs.gov/poverty-guidelines
4 https://www.unitedforalice.org/hawaii

The low income thresholds defined by Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and depicted
in Table B-2 and Table B-3 were selected because they provide granularity at the county level, aligning
with the Backbone Methodology granularity. Annual updates provide an ongoing data source for inclusion
in future Backbone Tool data refreshes.
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Table B-2. Data and Calculation for Low Income Metric

Table B-3. Comparison of 2019 Income Threshold of a Four-Person Household

List of Tourist Destinations
The following lists and maps of tourist destinations were compiled with stakeholder input. The lists were
used to identify sites for the Tourist Destinations use case.
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Figure B-1. O’ahu Tourist Destinations Map

Table B-4. Tourist Destinations and Latitude/Longitude – O’ahu
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Figure B-2. Hawai’i Island Tourist Destinations Map

Table B-5. Tourist Destinations and Latitude/Longitude – Hawai’i Island
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Figure B-3. Maui Island Tourist Destinations Map

Table B-6. Tourist Destinations and Latitude/Longitude – Maui Island
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Figure B-4. Moloka’i Tourist Destinations Map

Table B-7. Tourist Destinations and Latitude/Longitude – Moloka’i
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Figure B-5. Lānaʻi Tourist Destinations Map

Table B-8. Tourist Destinations and Latitude/Longitude – Lānaʻi
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B.4 July 12, 2019 Meeting Presentation
The Companies presented the following material to stakeholders during the meeting and delivered an
electronic copy via email after the meeting to support stakeholder feedback responses.
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B.5 July 12, 2019 Meeting Feedback
Invitees included 34 stakeholders from 17 organizations. Attendees included 13 participants from 9
organizations. The Companies received the information contained in this subsection from stakeholders
during and after the meeting.
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Appendix C. Electric Vehicle Critical Backbone Study:
Planning Methodology Tool – User’s Guide
The User’s Guide is intended as a standalone document to assist the Companies’ users in understanding
and using the Electric Vehicle Critical Backbone Study: Planning Methodology Tool (Backbone Tool). It first
defines the forecast dimensions and provides information on the data used to define the dimensions. It
includes a brief description of key methodologies used to forecast the EV Charging Universe required to
support PEV adoption on the five islands. It then describes the six selection filters available to select the
subset of chargers that make up the Critical Backbone. Finally, it provides tips on navigating and using the
web tool.

C.1 Forecast Dimensions (Activity 2)
The EV Charging Universe forecast is dimensioned by Use Case, Ownership, and Technology for each
census tract on the five islands. This section details the Use Cases and notes the Ownership and
Technology dimensions included in each one.
•

Use Cases: A Use Case is a category of EV charging that serves a similar charging purpose and
can be forecasted using similar methodology. Use Cases vary by the type of charging location
included in the model, as well as the availability of that location to public access. This study
forecasted eight Use Cases: Market, Tourist Destination, Rail Station, Shared Single-Unit Dwelling,
Single-Unit Dwelling, Multi-Unit Dwelling, Workplace, and Light-Duty Fleet.

•

Ownership: Each Use Case is categorized as either Public or Private Ownership. Public chargers
are accessible to all PEV drivers, while Private chargers are considered behind the fence and only
accessible by certain groups of PEV drivers—for example, workplace employees or MUD tenants.

•

Technology: Depending on the Use Case, a given site will have different Technology levels of
ports: DC fast charging (DCFC), Level 2, or Level 1.

Table C-1 describes each Use Case in more detail.
Table C-1. Use Case Table
Use Case

Definition

Market

Public chargers that
are driven by traffic
demand, sited in
public areas where
PEV drivers are likely
to be driving
frequently.

A charger installed
in the parking lot of
a grocery store in a
busy area of town.

Public EV charging
sites located that allow
travel between major
destination areas, not

A charger installed
in the parking area
at a public beach
that is off the
beaten track where

Tourist
Destination

Example

Dimensions
Technologies:
•
DC
•
L2
Ownership:
•
Public
Technologies:
•
DC
•
L2
Ownership:

Data Source
National Highway System
GIS Data (Federal Highway
Administration)
•
Granularity: Lat/Long
•
Link:
https://www.fhwa.dot.go
v/policyinformation/hpm
s/shapefiles.cfm
The Companies’ list of
required Tourist
Destination locations
•
Granularity: Lat/Long
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Use Case

Rail
Station

Shared
Single-Unit
Dwelling

Single-Unit
Dwelling

Definition

Example

based strictly on
vehicle traffic.

tourists take longer
than average trips
to reach.

Public EV charging
sites located in the
parking lots of HART
rail stations. This Use
Case is only present
on the island of O’ahu.

A charger installed
in the public parking
lot where
commuters park to
catch the train to
work.

Shared home
chargers located in
residential areas
where homes are not
likely to be able to
install their own
charger.

A curbside charger
installed in a
neighborhood of
older homes that do
not have garages.

Home chargers
installed in the
driveway or garage of
a single-unit dwelling
and used only by the
occupant of that
dwelling.

A charger installed
in the garage of a
residential singlefamily home.

Dimensions
•

Public

Technologies:
•
DC
•
L2
Ownership:
•
Public

Technologies:
•
DC
•
L2
•
L1
Ownership:
•
Public

Technologies:
•
L2
•
L1
Ownership:
•
Private

Data Source
Note: Any location that
appears on the Tourist
Destination list but was
selected as a Market site by
the site optimization
algorithm was included as a
Market site. This means that
all remaining Tourist
Destination sites are not
located based on traffic
demand.
Honolulu Authority for
Rapid Transit (HART) Rail
Transit Route Map
•
Granularity: Lat/Long
•
Link:
http://www.honolulutran
sit.org/ride/route-map
US Census Year Structure
Built Data
•
Granularity: Census
Tract
•
Units: Number of
households in each
vintage category (e.g.,
built 1950 to 1959)
•
Link:
https://factfinder.census.
gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/A
CS/17_5YR/B25034
Note: Homes built prior to
1960 are included in the
SUD-Shared Use Case.
Homes built in 1960 or later
are included in the SUD Use
Case.
US Census Units in
Structure Data
•
Granularity: Census
Tract
•
Units: Number of
households in each
structure type category
(e.g., single-unit
detached)
•
Link:
https://factfinder.census.
gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/A
CS/17_5YR/B25024
Note: Homes built prior to
1960 are included in the
SUD-Shared Use Case.
Homes built in 1960 or later
are included in the SUD Use
Case.
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Use Case

Multi-Unit
Dwelling

Workplace

Light-Duty
Fleet

Definition

Example

Home chargers
installed in the garage
of a multi-unit dwelling
and used only by the
occupants of that
dwelling.

A charger installed
in a private garage
of an apartment
building where only
tenants are allowed
to park.

Chargers sited at a
workplace and only
available to
employees of that
workplace.

A charger installed
in a private garage
of an office building
where only
employees are
allowed to park.

Private depot chargers
serving fleets of lightduty vehicles

A charger located in
a private
government lot
where the fleet of
government
vehicles charge.

Dimensions

Technologies:
•
DC
•
L2
•
L1
Ownership:
•
Private

Technologies:
•
L2
Ownership:
•
Private

Technologies:
•
DC
•
L2
Ownership:
•
Private

Data Source
US Census Units in
Structure Data
•
Granularity: Census
Tract
•
Units: Number of
households in each
structure type category
(e.g., single-unit
detached)
•
Link:
https://factfinder.census.
gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/A
CS/17_5YR/B25024
US Census County
Business Patterns Data
•
Granularity: ZIP Code
(Navigant transforms
into Census Tract)
•
Units: Number of
employees
•
Link:
https://factfinder.census.
gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/B
P/2016/00A1
Historic PEV Fleet
Registrations
•
Granularity: Census
Tract
•
Units: Number of
vehicles
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C.2 EV Charging Universe Forecast Approach (Activities 3)
This section of the User’s Guide outlines the methodology steps required to understand the EV Charging
Universe forecast described in Section 4 of the Electric Vehicle Critical Backbone Study: Planning
Methodology Report. As described in the report, the EV Charging Universe is grounded in the Electrification
of Transportation (EoT) Roadmap’s vehicle adoption forecast and relies on the following steps to arrive at
the Public Universe forecast.
1. The Companies’ Light Duty Electric Vehicle Adoption Forecast and Crosswalk
2. Vehicle Adoption Simulation Tool (VAST)™ EV Charging Site Optimization
3. Allocation of Ports to Sites and Public EV Charging Universe
1. The Companies’ Light Duty Electric Vehicle Adoption Forecast and Crosswalk
Figure C-1 provides an overview of the process by which Navigant coordinated with the Companies to
adapt, or crosswalk, their existing EoT Roadmap light duty (LD) PEV adoption forecasts for use in the
VAST™ suite.
Figure C-1. Overview of Crosswalk Process

A: VAST™ EV Adoption Forecast
•

Use the VAST™ tool to forecast EV adoption for the state of Hawai’i at the Powertrain (BEV/PHEV),
Owner (Individual/Fleet), and Class (Passenger Car/Light Truck) level
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•

Disaggregate the VAST™ Hawai’i forecast to census tract level using the VAST™ EV Adoption
Forecasting module, historic EV adoption by census tract, and income and education data from the
US Census

B: Calculate Crosswalk Conversion by Powertrain, Owner, Class and Census Tract by Island
•

Use the VAST™ forecast at the Powertrain, Owner, Class, and Census Tract level, to calculate a
value between 0 and 1 for each Powertrain, Owner, Class, and Census Tract combination
representing the portion of EV adoption on each island contained by each segment

•

For each island, the breakout values will sum to 1

C: Apply breakouts to The Companies’ LD EV Forecast by Island

•

For each island, multiply the VAST™ breakout values by the Companies’ LD EV island-level
forecast

D: VAST™ Adapted EoT LD EV Forecast

•

Powertrain, Owner, Class, Census Tract granularity makes the adapted forecast usable by the
VAST™ Charging Siting Module

2. VAST™ EV Charging Site Optimization
VAST™ EV Charging Siting Module Hybrid Objective Functions
Navigant determined the potential locations for additional charging sites based on Use Cases and a hybrid
approach using two objective functions.
First, the Target Market Share objective function located EV charging sites in areas with the highest
demand. This objective function results in clusters of sites in areas with dense traffic. Target Market Share
chooses location and minimum number of facilities to reach a specified target market share; this translates
to choosing the minimum number of EV charging sites to meet a specified share of EVMT (electric vehicle
miles traveled) demand. This objective function solves the competitive facility location problem and uses
gravity model concepts to determine demand allocation to each facility
Next, the Minimize Facilities objective function filled in the gaps to locate the minimum number of sites
required to cover the remaining traffic demand not covered by the Target Market Share function. This
objective function results in sites spread more evenly over the islands to meet all demand. Minimize
Facilities chooses facilities such that as many traffic data points as possible are within the road network
distance cutoff defined are allocated to charging sites. For example, a cutoff distance of two miles would
result in EV traffic demand within two miles of a site being allocated to that site. In addition, the number of
sites required to cover all traffic data points is minimized. The objective function operates under the
assumption that EV traffic at any specific point on the road network is assumed to charge from its nearest
charging site only.
Figure C-2 provides an overview of the hybrid objective function approach.
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Figure C-2. Hybrid Objective Function Approach Overview

Inputs
•

Vehicle miles traveled (VMT) on each road segment from National Highway System (NHS) GIS
data (Federal Highway Administration)

•

VAST™-adapted EoT LD EV forecast at census tract level converts NHS VMT into VMT by battery
electric VMT (BEVMT), which is the traffic demand input into the network analysis location
allocation optimization problem

Outputs
•

EV charging sites at lat/long level, which allows for required intermediate calculations but are
aggregated to the census tract level when finalized

•

BEVMT demand at each EV charging site

3. Location of Ports to Sites and Public EV Charging Universe
Allocation of Ports to Sites Analysis
This study relied on the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s (NREL’s) Electric Vehicle Infrastructure
Projection Tool (EVI-Pro) Lite to calculate the overall number of public ports required to support the
forecasted PEV adoption on the five islands based on the steps identified in Figure C-3.1

1

See Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Projection Tool (EVI-Pro) Lite, National Renewable Energy Laboratory, available at

https://afdc.energy.gov/evi-pro-lite.
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Figure C-3. Steps for Allocations Ports to Sites

EVI-Pro Lite Assumptions
•

Vehicle Mix2
o

PHEV with 20-mile range = 6%

o

PHEV with 50-mile range = 27%

o

BEV with 100-mile range = 18%

o

BEV with 250-mile range = 49%

•

Full PHEV Support: Most PHEV drivers would not need to use gasoline on a typical day

•

Access to Home Charging = 85%: This aligns with the Companies’ survey data indicating 85% of
charging needs are met at home3

C.3 Selection Filters (Planning Methodology Activity 5)
In the EV Charging Universe forecast, each census tract was assigned a percentile score in six categories:
MUD Support, Low Income Support, Utilization, Range Support, Development Costs, and Grid Support.
The 100th percentile prioritizes that category the most, and zero percentile the least. The selection filters
are used to select the subset of chargers that make up the Critical Backbone. The Backbone Tool is
designed to be dynamic and allow the user to see the impact of different prioritization schemes on the
resulting Critical Backbone.
The series of figures in this section describe each selection filter in detail, including the data and calculations
used to derive the score for each census tract and an example of the selection filter’s use.
2

Note: Vehicle mix of 33% PHEV and 67% BEV aligns with results of adapted LD EV Forecast.

3

Trans 13-07, Attachment A at 24, filed March 29, 2018
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Multi-Unit Dwelling (MUD) Support
MUD percentile indicates the level of public charging that supports access for MUDs. A higher MUD score
means a census tract has a higher proportion of MUDs relative to other census tracts.
Calculation and Analysis
•

Label census categories as either SUD or MUD
o

•

Calculate MUD proportion for each census tract
o

•

Single-family detached and single-family attached homes are considered SUD, all others
are MUD.

MUD proportion is the number of households categorized as MUD divided by the total
number of households in the census tract

Rank-order census tracts by MUD proportion and assign percentile score
o

Pool census tracts from all islands together into one rank-order, then split census tracts
into five equal quintiles and assign percentile score where 100th percentile means highest
MUD proportion and 0th percentile means lowest MUD proportion
Figure C-4. MUD Support Percentile
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Interpretation Example
For example, to prioritize public chargers in areas near many MUDs,
move the MUD slider toward the higher percentiles. In this selection,
tracts in the 40th to 100th percentile will be included in the Critical
Backbone. This means the percentage of dwellings that are MUDs will
be average or higher than average.

Low Income Support
Low Income percentile indicates a given census tract’s proportion of low-income residents. The proportion
of households considered low income will be higher in census tracts with higher low-income percentiles.
Calculation and Analysis
•

Label census income buckers as either low income or not low income
o

•

Calculate low income percentage for each census tract
o

•

To align with the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) definition, low
income is considered household income less than $75,000 per year on O’ahu, or less than
$80,000 per year for all other islands.

Low income percentage is the number of households categorized as low income divided
by the total number of households

Rank-order census tracts by low income proportion and assign percentile score
o

Pool census tracts from all islands together into one rank-ordering, then split census tracts
into five equal quintiles and assign percentile score where 100th percentile means highest
low income proportion and 0th percentile means lowest low income proportion
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Figure C-5. Low Income Support Percentile

Interpretation Example
For example, to prioritize public chargers in low income areas, slide the
Low Income percentile slider toward the higher scores. In this
selection, tracts in the 60th and 100th percentile will be included in the
Critical Backbone. This means the percentage of households that are
considered low income will be higher than average.

Utilization
Census tracts with high utilization percentiles support market making, population density, and revenue
potential. Chargers in these census tracts will serve more charging demand relative to other census tracts.
Calculation and Analysis
•

As part of the siting optimization, traffic demand is allocated to chosen sites
o

•

Calculate average demand served at the census tract level
o

•

Sites that serve higher BEVMT are given higher demand weights

Aggregate sites to the tract level by averaging their BEVMT demand weights

Rank-order tracts by average BEVMT served per site and assign percentile score
o

Pool census tracts from all islands together into one rank-ordering, then split census tracts
into five equal quintiles and assign percentile scores where 0th percentile means lowest
BEVMT served and 100th percentile means highest BEVMT served.
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Figure C-6. Utilization Percentile

Interpretation Example
For example, to prioritize public chargers that are expected to be highly
utilized, move the Utilization percentile slider to the right. In this
selection, tracts in the 40th to 80th percentile will be included in the
Critical Backbone. This means the expected utilization of chargers in the
backbone will be slightly above average but not the highest possible.
Perhaps the most utilized chargers are expected to be installed by third parties and do not need to be
included in the backbone.

Range Support
Range Support percentile indicates the level of support for longer distance trips.
Calculation and Analysis
•

Identify next nearest site to each chosen EV charging site
o

•

Calculate average network distance at the census tract level
o

•

For each site at the lat/long level, calculate the network distance (i.e., distance along road
network) to the next nearest site

Aggregate sites to the tract level by averaging their distances to next nearest sites

Rank-order tracts by average distance and assign percentile score
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o

Pool census tracts from all islands together into one rank-ordering, then split census tracts
into five equal quintiles and assign score where 100th percentile means longest average
distance to next site and 0th percentile means shortest average distance to next site
Figure C-7. Range Support Percentile

Interpretation Example
For example, to prioritize public chargers that support longer range trips,
slide the Range Support percentile slider toward the higher scores. In
this selection, tracts in the 80th to 100th percentile will be included in the
Critical Backbone. This means the chargers in the backbone will, on
average, be sited further away from their nearest neighbors to enable
longer trips to areas with less prevalent charging infrastructure.

Development Cost
The Development Cost selection filter indicates the expected level of investment required to install an EV
charger in a given census tract due to required upgrades to the grid. Note that this selection criterion is the
inverse of Grid Support filter.
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Calculation and Analysis
•

•

•

Aggregate data to the census tract level
o

Spatially join circuit shapefiles to census tract shapefiles to develop circuit to census tract
mappings for each island, then aggregate circuits, substations, or transformers to the tract
level by summing their capacity and peak load forecasts

o

Note that this step is the same for calculating both Development Cost and Grid Support
percentiles

Calculate headroom based on the Companies’ load forecast data
o

Headroom is calculated as capacity minus peak demand

o

Note that this step is the same for calculating both Development Cost and Grid Support
percentiles

Rank-order tracts by increasing expected headroom and assign percentile score
o

Pool census tracts from all islands together into one rank-ordering, then split census tracts
into five equal quintiles and assign a score where 100th percentile means most headroom
and 0th percentile means least headroom

o

Note that this step differs from the Grid Support percentile calculation because the rankordering of tracts is reversed
Figure C-8. Development Cost Percentile
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Interpretation Example
For example, to prioritize public chargers that are in areas with lots of
headroom on the grid, move the Development Cost slider toward the
right. In this selection, tracts in the 40th to 100th percentile will be
included in the Critical Backbone. This means the chargers in the
backbone will likely require fewer grid upgrades and therefore the
installation costs will likely be less. Note that since this criterion is the inverse of the Grid Support percentile,
this selection is the same as selecting Grid Support percentile of 0th to 60th percentile.
Grid Support
Grid Support percentile indicates the opportunity for resiliency support through managed charging potential.
Note that this selection criterion is the inverse of Development Cost percentile.
Calculation and Analysis
•

•

•

Aggregate data to the census tract level
o

Spatially join circuit shapefiles to census tract shapefiles to develop circuit to census tract
mappings for each island, then aggregate circuits, substations, or transformers to the tract
level by summing their capacity and peak load forecasts

o

Note that this step is the same for calculating both Development Cost and Grid Support
percentiles

Calculate headroom based on the Companies’ load forecast data
o

Headroom is calculated as capacity minus peak demand

o

Note that this step is the same for calculating both Development Cost and Grid Support
percentiles

Rank-order tracts by decreasing expected headroom and assign percentile score
o

Pool census tracts from all islands together into one rank-ordering, then split census tracts
into five equal quintiles and assign score where 100th percentile means least headroom
and 0th percentile means most headroom

o

Note that this step differs from the Grid Support percentile calculation because the rankordering of tracts is reversed
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Figure C-9. Grid Support Percentile

Interpretation Example
For example, to prioritize public chargers that are in areas with high
estimated demand on the grid, slide the Grid Support percentile slider
toward the higher scores. In this selection, tracts in the 60th to 100th
percentile will be included in the Critical Backbone. This means the
chargers in the backbone are more likely to be capacity constrained, and therefore benefit from managed
charging opportunities. Note that since this criterion is the inverse of the Development Cost percentile, this
selection is the same as selecting Development Cost percentile of 0th to 40th percentile.
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C.4 Tool Tips 1: Landing Page, Critical Backbone Tab, Universe Tab

Island Selection
Select one, multiple
or all islands for
inclusion in heat
map, data table,
and data download

Year & Scenario
Choose desired
year and scenario
for Critical
Backbone selection

Downloadable
Raw data available
for export based on
tool’s current
Critical Backbone
selection

Web-Based
Custom URL
provides secure,
web-based
access only to
credentialed
users
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Selection Filter
Explanations
Easy-to-access
explanations
provide users with
information to guide
selection choices

Heat Map
Zoom and pan to
visualize census
tract-level
geographic results

Selection Filter
Using slider,
customize
parameters for
identifying backbone

Site Marker
Using Lat/Long
coordinates, users
can add site
markers to heat map
Heat Map Metric
Color
Select data viewable
in heat map
Backbone Ports
by Use Case &
Technology
Chart displaying
charger counts by
key categories
Backbone
Selection Results
Displays number of
ports included in
backbone based on
selection filter input
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Heat Map
Zoom and pan to
visualize census
tract-level
geographic results

Backbone Ports
by Use Case &
Technology
Chart displaying
charger counts by
key categories
EV Charging
Universe
Summary
Table presents
number of public
and private ports
by the year and
scenario selections
made in Critical
Backbone Tab
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C.5 Tool Tips 2: Load Shape Tab, Download Data Tab

Select Month
& Day-Type
Select the
month and
day-type
displayed

Modify Rated
KW
Adjust the
average rated
charger kilowatts
(kW) amount
across the
forecast horizon

Adjust VMT
Modify the average
annual number of
vehicle miles
traveled (VMT) for
light trucks and
passenger cars

Charger Technology
Load Shape
Displays the average
hourly load for all
charger technologies,
by selected month
and day-type
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File Name
Enter desired
name for
downloaded
file into box

Download
Click
“Download
Data” to begin
download

Search Bar
Enter desired
data point to
search results
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Appendix D. Electric Vehicle Critical Backbone Study:
Planning Methodology Tool – Access Request
Instructions
To request access to the Critical Backbone Selection Tool, please submit the information identified in Table
D-1.
Table D-1. Critical Backbone Tool Request Template
Item
Name
Organization
Email
Phone

Requestor Information
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Appendix E. Vehicle Adoption Simulation Tool ™(VAST)
Analytics Suite Documentation (Public)
E.1 VAST™ Adoption Module Overview
Navigant’s Vehicle Adoption Simulation ToolTM (VAST) Adoption Module uses a systems dynamics
framework to forecast adoption of various powertrain-fuel configurations in the plug-in electric vehicle (PEV)
market at the local level—usually ZIP code tabulation areas (ZCTAs) or census tracts.4 By modeling vehicle
adoption based on inputs specific to a particular jurisdiction, the forecast more closely reflects local market
conditions compared to similar national level forecasts. Navigant uses an enhanced Bass diffusion model
to forecast new vehicle sales split between competing powertrains and vehicle classes and fits the
parameters of this model to seven years of historic localized data.
VASTTM is a systems dynamics model driven by enhanced Bass diffusion, conditioned on vehicle
availability, customer ownership economics, and constraints on eligibility. The model determines the longrun technology adoption potential of vehicles based on changing dynamics of competing vehicle,
infrastructure, and consumer attributes. The model explicitly accounts for supply-side dynamics driving
vehicle production and availability as makes and models are rolled out to preferentially to specific
geographies. If a vehicle is available, the economics of vehicle ownership, customer decision-making, and
the impact of word-of-mouth effects and advertising all affect vehicle sales. This formulation is more
accurate than strict time-series forecasts like GARCH or ARIMA models and outperforms econometric
models because the system is fundamentally bounded by stocks and flows and can account for non-linear
dynamics that arise from positive and negative feedback, balancing effects, and reinforcing trends. A highlevel diagram explaining the relationships between the major model routines are shown in Figure E-1.

4

PEV includes plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) that include combined internal combustion engine and battery-based

powertrains, as well as battery electric vehicles (BEVs) that only contain battery powertrains.
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Figure E-1. VAST™ Systems Dynamics Innovation Diffusion Approach

(Source: Navigant)

An important component to the model architecture is the relationship between refueling infrastructure and
vehicle sales. Infrastructure is assumed to be driven by changes in PEV population. As infrastructure grows,
the portion of the market that can consider purchasing a PEV increases and the economic disadvantage of
PEV ownership decreases. The economic disadvantage reflects the vehicle’s inability to satisfy all the
driving requirements of its owner and is consequently modeled as a cost added to the
TCO.5 Navigant refers to this cost as the consumer sacrifice penalty.
The model produces a market share output for PEVs relative to the overall new vehicle market of
a particular geography. PEV sales are determined by multiplying PEV market share by the overall eligible
market projection, including internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles, and the percentage of customers
that are fully aware (enough to make an informed economic purchase decision) of the PEV option. The
PEV population is then calculated as cumulative new vehicle sales minus vehicle retirements, which are a
function of assumptions about average vehicle life.6

E.2 VAST™ Charging Siting Module Overview
The VAST™ Charging Siting Module uses a GIS model built in python, using the ArcPy library, to optimally
site electric vehicle chargers based on local vehicle populations and vehicle miles travelled for a specified
street network. As depicted in Figure E-2, the model is designed to site connector stations—needed to
connect major cities and provide for intra-city commerce and tourism—and market stations, needed to meet
local market demand generated by inter-city PEV traffic.

5

There is no assumed infrastructure penalty associated with PHEVs, due to PHEVs ability to use gas and avoid the need for rental

cars on long trips.
6

The model assumes all vehicles sold in a given jurisdiction remain in the jurisdiction and does not consider used vehicle sales.
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Figure E-2. Illustrative Connector (Top) and Market (Bottom) Station Suitability

(Source: Navigant)

Additional key features depicted in Figure E-3 include:
•

Roads are modeled as a network with explicit size, speed limits, navigation rules, travel times, and
traffic volume.

•

Stations are sited on nodes on the network.

•

Station locations are determined discretely by network optimization to meet maximum demand for
charging, subject to vehicle range, and network constraints.

•

Each station has a service territory, defined by a drive-time isochrone.

•

Stations are assigned chargers based on the total forecasted demand at a given location.
Figure E-3. Illustrative Traffic and Travel Time Outputs

(Source: Navigant)
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Navigant has a discrete methodology for forecasting the required EV charging to support vehicle
registrations in an area. Figure E-4 provides a high-level overview of the methodology.
Figure E-4. Navigant Methodology for Connecting Charging Stations with Vehicle Registrations

(Source: Navigant)

Navigant’s model allows for interactive site selection, real-time editing, and multi-criteria selection through
a web-based tool. The web viewer is available in a variety of optional formats—developed in either Shiny
R, PowerBI, Tableau, Spotfire, or ArcGIS vis ArcOnline—as appropriate. Figure E-5 provides an example
in PowerBI. For this project, site selection was performed in a Shiny R platform, as described above.
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Figure E-5. Illustrative Siting Tool Interface

(Source: Navigant)

E.3 VAST™ Load Forecasting Module Overview
The VAST™ Load Forecasting Module relies on the Adoption Module to determine the total volume of
PEVs, and the charging siting module to determine the locations of supporting EV charging. Once these
two factors have been forecast, the amount of load on the distribution system is calculated by modeling the
VMT and seasonal efficiency for each vehicle, and the 8,760 load shape associated with each charger by
technology and use case.
The model uses a top-down, allocation-based disaggregation approach that assigns ZIP code level PEV
and charger data, including customer count by use case based on Navigant’s Granular PEV Load
Forecasting Framework depicted in Figure E-6, which illustrates the relationship between vehicles,
chargers, and load for the light duty vehicle example. Medium and heavy duty vehicle loads are calculated
in the same manner.
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Figure E-6. VASTTM Granular PEV Load Forecasting Framework – Inputs & Outputs – EXAMPLE

(Source: Navigant)

Figure E-7 provides examples A and B that illustrate the module’s approach to estimating how a vehicle’s
energy and demand profile manifests on the grid based on the load it draws from the electric distribution
system at multiple charging stations.
Figure E-7. Vehicle Energy Profile Forecast and Charger Profile Matching – EXAMPLE

(Source: Navigant)
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Appendix F. Electric Vehicle Critical Backbone Study:
Planning Methodology Tool: Data Extract – EV
Charging Universe
A compact disc (CD) containing a full data extract of the EV Charging Universe is being submitted to the
Commission and Consumer Advocate concurrently with this filing. Table F-1 defines each column included
in the data extract.
Table F-1. Data Extract Column Definitions
Tab
EVSE Data

Column Header

Definition

Year

Forecast year; 2025 or 2030.

Scenario

Forecast scenario; Reference, High, or Low.

GEOID

Census tract unique identifier; 11-digit code indicating state, county, and
tract.

Island

Island identifier; O’ahu, Hawai’i Island, Maui, Moloka’i, or Lānaʻi.

OpCo

Operating company; HECO, MECO, or HELCO.

UseCase

Use case, as defined in Appendix C.1.

Charger_Ownership

Charger accessibility; Public or Private.

Technology

Charger technology; Level 1, Level 2, or DCFC.

Port_Count_Universe

Number of ports forecasted in census tract.

Port Count_Backbone

Number of ports eligible for selection into critical backbone.
Note that the critical backbone has not yet been selected, so this column is
equal to Port_Count_Universe for all Public rows, and 0 for all Private
rows.

Load
Profile
Data

MUD_Score

Multi-unit dwelling percentile; 0 – 100.

Util_Score

Utilization percentile; 0 – 100.

Income_Score

Low income percentile; 0 – 100.

Range_Score

Range support percentile; 0 – 100.

Dev_Score

Development Cost percentile; 0 – 100.

Grid_Score

Grid Support percentile; 0 – 100.

Year

Forecast year; 2025 or 2030.

Technology

Charger technology; Level 1, Level 2, or DCFC.

UseCase

Use case, as defined in Appendix C.1.
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Charger_Ownership

Charger accessibility; Public or Private.

Month

Month; e.g. Jan, Feb, …

Day Type

Weekend or Weekday

Hour Ending

Hour ending; 1 – 24.

Average MW

Average MW demand across hour.

Setting

Tool setting; Year or Scenario.

Value

Records the value of that setting when the data was downloaded.

Selection Filter

Name of each of the six selection filters; MUD_Score, Income_Score,
Util_Score, Range_Score, Dev_Score, Grid_Score.

Settings
Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Setting of the selection filter lower bound when the data was downloaded;
0 – 100.
Setting of the selection filter upper bound when the data was downloaded;
0 – 100.
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Appendix G. 2025 Public Universe Results
Table G1. 2025 EV Charging Universe Results by Island, Technology Type and Use Case –
Reference Case
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Table G2. 2025 Public Universe Results by Island, Technology Type and Use Case – High & Low
Scenarios

